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Abstract
As part of different maintenance models formal specifica-
tions can act as valid artifacts for maintenance tasks. How-
ever, the linguistic density of specification languages and
the size of specifications might still be seen as an obstacle
against comprehension, reuse, and change activities.
This paper introduces an approach for the identification of
specification fragments of Z specifications with a well de-
fined semantic content. These fragments, namely specifica-
tion chunks and specification slices, not only support com-
prehension tasks, they also enable maintenance personnel to
identify and focus on the relevant parts of specifications for
the problem at hand. Their ease in creation and use makes
them well suited for maintenance, as is demonstrated by a
simple prototype for Z specifications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Failure and success of formal methods depend on the view-
point (and the person) from which (from whom) they are
going to be assessed. There are studies and experience re-
ports that tell about benefits in areas like railway and Metro
systems, telecommunication, and other security related fields
of application [10, 17, 19]. On the other it often is argued
that existing formal specification environments are not prac-
ticable at the moment [12]. So how can formal specifica-
tions then play a crucial role during maintenance phases? A
commonly known argument is: "Our program code exactly
describes the behavior of the implemented system, why not
throwing away the specification/design documents and just
taking the underlying software code as the sole input?"
There are at least three aspects that are easily forgotten:

• Reconstructing all concepts from program code is a
time-consuming task. It requires a lot of tool support
which ultimately means the reconstruction of the miss-
ing documentation at different levels of abstraction.

• Specifications provide a trustful source for the descrip-
tion of the original requirements, especially when they
are kept up to date during the various evolutionary steps
taking place in the course of system development.

• Even if specifications are getting large, they are smaller
than the program that is implementing the described
requirements.

These arguments suggest that it pays off to deal with formal
specifications in maintenance phases. However, the formal
methods community still has to face the fact that formal
specifications are not really state of the practice.

The benefit of a formal specification as a useful source for
documentation, test, and refinement is true if and only if
the specification is kept up to date during evolutionary steps
taking place during development, and later, during operation
and maintenance. To keep formal specifications up to date
requires effort, and this effort obviously is meant to be too
high. This is supposed already for small specifications and
with growing sizes of specifications the situation even gets
worse. The specification of the air traffic control system
(CDIS, Central Control Function Display Information Sys-
tem [13]) had about 1000 pages, and managers often claimed
that formal specification languages are merely "write-only"
languages which do not scale up.

The problem is not new. Programs as well as specifications
get complex if their size exceeds some limit. The good
news is that for programs there are a number of approaches
supporting maintenance tasks. The bad news is that there is
no (tool) support for maintenance tasks concerning formal
specifications. As maintainability of a system depends on the
ease of maintaining the underlying system and documents,
and as specifications are not that well supported, it is no
wonder that formal specifications have not found their way
into industrial practice.

This paper suggests an approach that eases comprehension
and maintenance tasks of specifications. It enables the main-
tenance personnel to focus on those parts of the specification
that are relevant for the problem at hand. Section 2 starts
with an overview of the context of the maintenance tasks and
discusses the state of the art but also the problems one is run-
ning into when maintaining formal specifications. Section 3
presents the general idea of how to deal with complex for-
mal specifications. Section 4 introduces a simple prototype
for Z specifications which has been designed to support the
maintenance personnel and discusses its field of application.
The paper concludes with a summary of recent findings and
an outlook of how the approach is going to be improved.

2. MAINTAINING SPECIFICATIONS
The average lifetime of a software system is said to be about
a decade. It thus is no wonder that more than half of the
resources spent on the system is spent for maintenance ac-
tivities [2]. These activities are not only influenced by the
type of maintenance, they are highly influenced by the arti-
facts of the system available to the maintenance staff. These
artifacts, their level of abstraction, and the underlying main-
tenance process model define the maintenance context.



2.1 The Maintenance Context
In [18] Pirker identified four contexts for software mainte-
nance. His focus was on product composition, and depending
on which artifacts are available at hand, he differs between
classical systems and truly maintainable systems. When only
the binaries are available this is referred to as thepathologi-
cal maintenancecontext. When the source code is available,
too, the situation is regarded to as theclassical maintenance
context. Themodel-based maintenancecontext already in-
cludes design and/or specification models. Finally, when
additional clues (so called hooks) are available, the context
is that of amaintainable system.

Of the four contexts the last two are most interesting for our
considerations. Specification documents are available and
can support maintenance activities. However, they are used
slightly differently depending on the underlying maintenance
process model [1, 14]. Among them there are:

• TheQuick Fix Modelwhich focuses on code. Usually
there is a change request on the code. After compila-
tion and test this change influences all other artifacts,
including the specification. In this situation it is impor-
tant toidentify related parts withinthe specification.

• The Iterative Enhancement Modelmight be compared
to prototyping approaches. It starts with the analysis
of the old system, which, in consequence, leads to a
set of modified requirements. The whole life-cycle is
repeated. Here, the specification is first used as an in-
put source forcomprehension activities, thus used to
provide conceptsto the maintenance personnel. Af-
terwards the specification is adopted to the changing
requirements.

• The Full Reuse Modelis based on the reuse of parts
or components of the old system. The maintenance
staff has to decide, which parts of the system are to be
reused, and which are not. Here the specification, as
an artefact, is analyzed for reuse, too. It is important
to carve out componentsof the specification in order to
decide whether they are suitable for reuse or not.

• The Specification Based Maintenance Modelfocuses
on changing the specification and design documents
before starting typical refinement steps. Here it is nec-
essary to rapidlyidentify dependent parts withinthe
specification (as they are likely to be influenced by a
planned change, too).

Not only the models can be mixed up, the different activities
of dealing with the specification are also interrelated. The
requirements for an approach supporting specification main-
tenance are manifold: it should be possible to identify related
and/or somehow dependent parts of the specification, and it
should be possible to carve out components, or concepts. To
summarize, maintenance support consists of support for

• analysis of change and ripple effects,
• design recovery, and
• restructuring of the formal specification.

Solutions are provided in the field of specification compre-
hension and will be presented in chapter 3.2.

2.2 Impediments
Specifications may contain several thousand lines of specifi-
cation text, and the deducted software system might consist
of millions of lines of code. Thus, often the set of overwhelm-
ing details of a specification cannot be understood by a single
person anymore. The artifacts are said to be ”complex”, and
as in most cases we do not have the above mentioned truly
maintainable system, we have to deal with typical compre-
hension activities. Up to this there is no difference between
maintaining programs and maintaining specifications.

In any situation the maintenance personnel has to fully com-
prehend the relevant parts of the system, andsizeis the most
influencing (and limiting) criteria when dealing with the ar-
tifacts. But it is not only the size that matters.
As is argued by Mittermeir and Bollin in [15], it is apparent
that people like to write code, but they do not like to read
somebody else’s code. This statement is not based on an
empirical study but rests on experiences gained by talking to
people and by observing students’ as well as professionals’
behavior during software maintenance. Generally speaking,
it is easier to express ones own concepts and ideas using the
tight formality of a programming or specification language
than to reconstruct the concepts the original developer had in
mind.

Edmonds introduces the termanalytical complexity[11] for
the type of difficulty when trying to comprehend somebodies
expressions. There are several reasons why the reconstruc-
tion of the original concepts behind a formal specification is
that hard. Reasons are:
• Missing Redundancy. The density of expressions has

an important impact on various comprehension activ-
ities. Whilst humans are used to listen and talk with
equal ease in their natural language, the situation is
totally different when written communication is used.
During a conversation a dialog emerges, consisting of
questions, counter-questions and answers. With writ-
ten communication we do not have this chance of con-
stant probing. When using formal specifications, this
kind of reassurance is missing.

• Too few clues for reconstructing the original structure.
Putting too much structure into a specification is usu-
ally understood to be a hint towards implementation.
While this is true (and can be partially avoided) on the
detail level of the specification, larger specifications in
general have no built-in methodologies for structuring.
Some notations provide abstraction techniques on the
granularity level of objects, but they are of no use when
specifications are getting really big.

• Too few clues for reconstructing the behavior. At least
with small programs the well defined execution se-
quence among statements allows for partial compre-
hension. We are capable of obtaining some understand-



ing by performing a desk-check in the form of a pro-
gram ”run” with some assumed values. Trying to com-
prehend the program without assuming specific values
bound to the program’s variables is much harder. Due
to the declarative nature of specifications, the writer
does not need to worry about the order of execution.
One no longer has that built-in clue for partial compre-
hension.

Missing redundancy is a property of the formal specification
language and would imply the use of rewrite-systems when
elaborating on the density of expressions. Rewrite-systems
can be very useful when dealing with specifications, but they
are time-consuming and require special skills.

It is the last reason (missing clues for behavior and structure)
that causes the effort and the experience of complexity. A
lot of solutions have been provided in the field of program
comprehension dealing with such types of complexity. They
are mainly based on the identification of control and/or data
flow in the program. This information is then used to carve
out parts of the program, to visualize the program, and to
identify dependent parts.
However, due to the above mentioned differences (no ex-
ecution order, no direct flow of control) typical program
comprehension approaches cannot be applied directly to for-
mal specifications. In [4] the notions of control and data
dependency (between well-defined parts of a specification)
have been introduced, and this paper explains how this ap-
proach can be used in order to support the above mentioned
maintenance activities.

3. MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
As argued in [15], the complexity of specifications is the
main reason why developers shy away from using specifica-
tions. The density of expressing thoughts in specifications
becomes detrimental for comprehending them during later
phases. This section presents an approach of how to deal
with the complexity of specifications and how this findings
can be used in order to ease maintenance tasks.

3.1 Dealing with Complexity
Formal specifications remain compact structures, but in re-
spect to maintenance and comprehension tasks the complex-
ity of specifications can be reduced effectively. The key idea
is to support the maintenance personnel with well-defined
types of specification abstractions, namelypartial specifica-
tions:

• A partial specifications is smaller than the original spec-
ification, but contains all relevant parts of interest (for
the problem at hand).

• When partial specifications are substantially smaller
than the full specification, they are easier to grasp. It is
size that matters.

• In an optimal case partial specifications are derived
from the full specification automatically.

The informatics literature contains several concepts of par-
tiality, aiming to provide an interested party just the perspec-
tive needed for a particular task. Especially the notions of
slices and chunks come to mind. In the following the concept
of partial specifications is discussed in more detail.

3.2 Partiality
There is definitely a need for partial specifications. As will
be explained in the subsequent section for Z specifications,
slices and chunks appear to be promising candidates as they
are decomposing the specification in a well-defined manner.

At the first glance various types of partial specifications
(sometimes also called specification abstractions) are of in-
terest. However, looking only at terminals (literals) of the
specification language is not sufficient, and defining arbitrary
sets of literals as units is not practicable either. Semantically
meaningful units are needed.
For the definition of suitable elements a bottom-up approach
has been chosen:

Specification Literals
In general, specifications are constructed from basic (atomic)
units. These basic elements are calledspecification literals.
They can easily be identified by looking at the grammar of the
specification language. As an example, specification literals
can be keywords of the specification language, any operators
or identifiers. When looking at the Z set-comprehension
expression

{x : N | x < 5}
the set of specification literals is{ ′{′, ′x′, ′ :′, ′N′, ′ |′, ′ <′

, ′5′, ′}′ }. However, specification literals are not very ex-
pressive when standing alone. It is the combination of literals
that makes them rich in content.

Prime Objects
By aggregating specification literals,prime objectsof a spec-
ification can be built. In specification languages these prime
objects can be expressions, predicates, or even generic type
defintitions or schema type definitions. Some examples of Z
specification primes are:

Report::= OK | NOK
result! : Report

or

[limit : N | limit = 10]

Prime objects are not restricted to simple expressions. As
they form logical units, the simple primes mentioned above
can be combined together in order to form so-called higher-
level primes.

Definition 1 Prime Object. A specification prime object
represents the basic entity of a specification it is built out
of specification literals and forms logical, syntactic or se-
mantic units.



The following Success operation schema in Z notation (which
does nothing else than returning an OK when being evalu-
ated)

Success
result! : Report

result! = OK

is an example of such a higher-level prime. In literature the
terms modules and operations are sometimes used to denote
higher-level specification prime objects.

The important thing is that these prime objects are immutable
in the sense that they form the fundamental units (states and
operations) on which specifications are built upon. More-
over, it is also important to known that they are merely de-
fined by syntactical rules of the specification language.

Specification Fragments
The assembly of several specification prime objects leads to
specification fragments.

A specification fragmentconsists of several prime objects,
but does not necessarily constitute a complete specification.
It is a composition of several primes which are isolated from
their surrounding context. The following set of primes forms
a simple specification fragment:

Add

name? 6∈ known
known′ = known∪

{name? 7→ date?}

The above fragment is an incomplete portion of specification
code. It consists of two primes checking and modifying the
state. The exact meaning becomes clear when realizing (for
theAddspecification fragment) thatnameis a state variable
which contains pairs of names and dates of birth.
However, for their exact meaning a surrounding text is nec-
essary. Another example would be the Z expression:

(Add∧ Success) ∨ (Delete∧ Success)

This second fragment becomes much clearer when bringing
to mind thatAddandDeleteare operations for adding and re-
moving entries in a birthday book database and thatSuccess
is used to indicate when the application of the schema oper-
ation was successful.

The above fragments are not higher-level prime objects, as
they do not form a semantic unit in the specification (in our
case at least a complete schema operation). This is a key
property of specification fragments: it is an incomplete or
isolated portion of (specification) code that cannot be un-
derstood without a surrounding context, an explanation or
commentary.

Literals, primes and fragments arebasic elementsof a spec-
ification. However, to aid the process of comprehension
higher-level specification concepts are also needed – con-
cepts that bear specific types of semantics. Based on syn-
tactic elements, several types of abstractions can be derived:
chunks, slices and clichés form so-calledsemantic elements
of a specification.

Specification Chunks

Chunksare syntactic or semantic abstractions of text struc-
tures. In accordance with the definitions provided in [8], a
specification chunk is a specification fragment that achieves
a coherent purpose and can be understood outside of the
context in which it is used.

Definition 2 A specification chunkis
(i) a prime including all primes contained within it, or,
(ii) a set of primes that exists within the same specification
scope. For each pair of primes within the set of primes ei-
ther one prime is dependent on the other or both primes are
dependent on a third prime (within the set of primes).

The really important thing is that a chunk always has to be
comprehensible in isolation. Compared to a specification
fragment, a chunk contains enough (surrounding) context
to stay understandable. That means that at least enough
semantic information has to be taken into consideration when
generating specification chunks.

The following Z specification is derived from a popular ex-
ample in the formal methods literature [20]. It is the spec-
ification of a simple database called birthday book (BB, see
App. A for the full specification) written in its horizontal
form. It allows to store, search for and delete names and
dates of birth.

[NAME, DATE]
Report::= OK | NOK
BB == [known: PNAME; birthday : NAME 7→ DATE |

known= dombirthday]
InitBB == [BB | known= ∅]
Add== [∆BB; name? : NAME; date? : DATE |

name? 6∈ known;
birthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}]

Delete== [∆BB; name? : NAME |
name? ∈ known;
birthday′ = birthday\ {name? 7→ birthday(name?)}]

Find == [ΞBB; name? : NAME; date! : DATE |
name? ∈ known; date! = birthday(name?)]

Success== [report! : REPORT| report! = OK]
FunctioningDB== Add∧ Delete

Based on the above birthday book specification, a specifica-
tion chunk can be generated by looking at the specification
primebirthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?} in theAdd
operation schema and by regarding all primes which are data
dependent on that prime and which are necessary to ensure
the correct syntactical context:



[NAME, DATE]
BB == [known: PNAME; birthday : NAME 7→ DATE |

known= dombirthday]
Add== [∆BB; name? : NAME; date? : DATE |

birthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}]
Delete== [∆BB; name? : NAME |

birthday′ = birthday\ {name? 7→ birthday(name?)}]

The previous chunk describes how entries are added to and
deleted from the database. It is substantially smaller than
the original specification. The initialization schema, two op-
erations (Find, Success) and several primes (e.g.name 6∈
known) have been omitted. Nevertheless, the chunk is un-
derstandable. The reason for the inclusion of the two primes
containing the definition ofbirthday′ is that there is data
dependency between them. The identification of such de-
pendencies is not a trivial task and will be discussed in more
detail in section 3.3.

Specification Slices
Slices have already been defined for specifications. In 1993,
Oda and Araki [16] first used static slicing techniques for
analyzing Z specifications based on a simple definition of
data-dependency. One year later, Chang and Richardson [9]
introduced dynamic specification slicing (by extending the
idea of Oda and Araki). By defining a slicing function they
indirectly introduced a specification slice:

Any function removing tokens from the spec-
ification can be considered aslicing functionas
long as the specification remains syntactically and
semantically correct.

Chang and Richardson define their slicing approach in a
top down manner. The limits of their definitions are multi-
faceted and are discussed in more detail in [4]. The definition
of a slicing function is too general and had to be re-stated.
On the other hand the definition of their slicing criterion for
specifications is too Z-related and thus has to be re-stated,
too. Instead of ”lines”, prime objects were taken as basic,
structuring units.

Definition 3 Aslicing criterion of a specification determines
a specific point of interest in the specification. It consists of
a specification prime and a set of literals which are element
of the specification prime.

Definition 4 A specification sliceis a syntactically and se-
mantically correct specification which is the result of adding
those primes to an (initially empty) specification which are
directly or indirectly contributing to the slicing criterion.

In contrast to the concept of a specification fragment (and
the definition of a specification chunk), Def. 4 demands that
a specification sliceis both syntactically AND semantically
correct. With respect to the slicing criterion “birthday′ =
birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}” in the Addoperation schema
the slice leads to the following BB-specification slice:

[NAME, DATE]
BB == [known: PNAME; birthday : NAME 7→ DATE |
InitBB == [BB | known= ∅]
Add== [∆BB; name? : NAME; date? : DATE |

name? 6∈ known;
birthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}]

Delete== [∆BB; name? : NAME |
name? ∈ known;
birthday′ = birthday\ {name? 7→ birthday(name?)}]

FunctioningDB== Add∧ Delete

The previous slice represents a syntactically correct specifi-
cation. It contains all primes that are directly and indirectly
contributing to the slicing criterion. But it is smaller than
the original specification. In fact, two operation schemata
(SuccessandFind) are omitted.Successdoes not contribute
to the application of the prime andFind does not modify or
influence the value of thebirthdaystate variable.

Beginning with a large, but formally correct specification, it
is advisable to start the slicing process in abottom up man-
nerat the slicing criterion. This assures that each slice which
is carved out of a specification, has well defined semantics.
Starting with the prime representing the slicing criterion, the
slice is driven by this prime’s semantics. By aggregating ad-
ditional primes properly, the resulting specification fragment
will always have defined semantics.
Proceeding the other way round (in a top down manner)
would make the process much more difficult. A function that
deletes “the parts not needed” then has to be applied to the
specification. Either the word “needed” gets very complex
semantics, or the semantics of the fragmental specification
cannot necessarily be given.

Specification Clichés
Another concept leading to partial specifications is that of
clichés. As is the case with programs, clichés are basic
knowledge units used to build and comprehend specifications
[7]. As for program clich́es, the following definition can be
provided for specifications:
Definition 5 Aspecification clich́e is a basic knowledge unit
used to build and recognize specification text.

Specification clich́es might consist of both, fragments of
specification code and intermediate specification clichés (from
which further specification clich́es may be inferred).

Slices and clich́es have a lot in common. They represent
different concepts, but the differences are rather vanishing.
Specification slices are based on the notion of control- and
data-dependencies and include all parts of a specification that
are somehow syntactically dependent. In contrast to slices,
clichés have a heavy focus on concepts including problem
specific dependencies.
Slices can be seen as substructures of clichés. The problem
here is that clich́es cannot be deduced from specifications
automatically without additional knowledge. Clichés are
recurrent structures. The best way to deal with clichés is to
treat them as commonly understood patterns.



Cliché (or pattern) recognition requires a knowledge base
with commonly used structures to be compared with. When
a sub-structure is identified as a part of a cliché, specification
slicing techniques can be used for carving out the cliché
from the specification. Thus, clichés might consist of several
slices, but a slice is not necessarily a cliché.

At first sight clich́es might also be treated as reverse engineer-
ing views. The idea behind views is to specify a most suitable
specific functionality of the system in a state space. In that
sense views examine a specification from different perspec-
tives. The specification then is the result of all solutions’
projections to the problem domain. Different perspectives
are merged to form the final specification which is the real
difference to clich́es. On the conceptual level the projection
of views to a specification is many-to-one. It is the com-
bination of several perspectives that form the final “image”
of the specification. However, a cliché is a one-to-one (or
one-to-many) mapping between a (recurring) concept and
specification elements. Elements of a cliché thus might be
element of a view, but might also belong to several views at
a time.

3.3 Hidden Dependencies
As mentioned above, declarative specification languages do
not provide an explicit notion of control. On the other side,
the definition of control is based on the concept, that a state-
ment is evaluated. This evaluation then decides whether
another statement is executed or not. A similar concept can
be identified within specifications: pre- and post-conditions.
The pre-condition part is evaluated and this evaluation deter-
mines whether the post-condition part of the specification is
applicable or not [4].

The following Add schema of the birthday book specification
contains two predicates. The first predicate checks whether
the provided name is in the birthday database. The second
predicate contains an after-state identifier (birthday′) and
adds the name and the accompanying date to the database
of birthdays. These two predicates can be interpreted as a
pre-condition primeand apost-condition prime.

Add== [∆BB; name? : NAME; date? : DATE |
name? 6∈ known;
birthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}]

The crux of the matter is that a semantic analysis of the
pre and post-conditions does not generally lead to the above
primes. The situation gets worse when Z schemata are com-
bined by using Z schema operators like composition (o

9) or
implication (⇒). In [4] Bollin introduced the notion of a syn-
tactical approximation to the semantic analysis and ended up
with a simple set of rules for the identification of relevant
prime candidates. They are summarized in Tab. 1. E.g.
when two schemataSandT are combined by using sequen-
tial composition (o9), then there is control dependency (⇒c)

Schema Operation Related Primes
S poS ⇒c prS
¬ S poS ⇒c prS
S∨ T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c (prS∪ prT)
S⇒ T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c (prS∪ prT)
S∧ T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c (prS∪ prT)
S⇔ T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c (prS∪ prT)
S ¹ T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c (prS∪ prT)
So

9 T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c prS
S>> T (poS∪ poT) ⇒c prS

Table 1. Control dependency calculation differs, depend-
ing on the type of schema operation. This table provides
an overview of relevant primes and their related pre-
and post-condition considerations. po denotes primes
containing after-state and output identifiers, pr denotes
primes containing no after-state identifiers.

between post-condition primes inS (poS) andT (poT) and
the pre-condition prime ofS(prS).

The following definition for the identification of control de-
pendencies within schema boxes can be advanced:

Definition 6 Control dependencies in Z schemata.Let S
be a schema of a syntactically correct specification. Further-
more, let prS be the non-empty set of pre-condition primes of
S and poS the non-empty set of post-condition primes of S.
Then primes in poS are said to be control dependent on primes
in prS (abbreviated as poS ⇒c prS).
When Z schemata are combined using Z-schema operators,
then primes in poS are said to be control dependent on primes
in prS in respect to the rules presented in Table 1.

With the notion of control, the definition of data dependency
gets possible, too. The parts to look for are the definition
(or assignment) of values and the use of data elements. In
Z, a literal denoting a data element is said to be an identifier.
According to the terminology used in the Z community, an
identifier is said to bedeclared, if it appears at the left side
of a declaration or at the left side of a schema expression. It
is said to bedefined, if the identifier is decorated and appears
at the left side of a value assignment. It is said to beused, if
it is neither declared nor defined.
Based on this terminology, data-dependency in Z specifica-
tions is defined as follows:

Definition 7 Data dependency between Z-primes.A spec-
ification prime p isdata dependenton a specification prime
q (p 6= q) if
(i) there exists at least one identifier v (literal denoting a
data element) that occurs in both p and q, and
(ii) v is defined in q and used in p, and
(iii) either p and q are in the same scope, or p is control
dependent on q.

With the introduction of the notion of control in Z specifica-
tions, it gets possible to define control and data dependencies
within state-based specifications. However, it is just a means
to an end. Up to now several forms of abstractions have been



discussed. Not all abstractions are useful in all situations.
Their applicability depends on the problem at hand and thus
on the point of interest.

3.4 Applicability
Section 2.1 already discussed the different situations in which
formal specifications might be involved during maintenance
tasks. The previous section introduced the notions of prime
objects and dependencies, and in the sequel the applicability
of the approach is discussed. It refers to the requirements for
tool supporting specification maintenance.

• Analysis of change and ripple effects. A requirement
changes and thus a small part (e.g. a prime) of the
specification is about to change, too. It gets necessary
to see the minimal portion of the specification affected
by changing a specification prime (or literal). As slices
guarantee the inclusion of all dependent primes, this
situation can be controlled by generatingspecification
slices.

• Design recovery. In order to understand the specified
system, it gets necessary to focus on minimal portions
of the specification text. Not all dependencies are of
interest at the same time and locality is usually more im-
portant than global relationships. This situation can be
controlled by generating specificationchunks. On the
other hand both specific and distributed portions (frag-
ments) of the specification text might be of interest.
This situation could arise when looking for operations
that modify a well defined set of state variables.

• Restructuring. Again, slicing and chunking techniques
can be applied when identifying and changing whole
portions of the specification text. A chunk (or set of
chunks) helps focusing on specific parts of the specifi-
cation, and, whenever the focus is clear, the slice guar-
antees that all relevant portions of specification text can
be considered.

The above mentioned maintenance tasks can all be sustained
by slices, chunks, and related fragments. This does not mean
that other approaches are to be excluded, but with partial
specifications two important activities become possible: fo-
cusing onsmall partsof the specification and putting an eye
on relevant(which meansdependent) parts of the specifica-
tion. With slices, chunks, and fragments, the basis for useful
abstraction is provided.

Remains the question of how to focus on the point of interest.
As with program slicing it is the abstractions criterion that
influences the result, and in analogy to a program’s slicing
criterion, the criterion for specifications consists of several
parts:

• Firstly, the focus will have to be set to a specific po-
sition in the specification. As argued in section 2.1 it
only makes sense to look at the smallest entity with a
well defined semantics available in a specification: the
specificationprime.

• Secondly, different types of abstraction require an ad-
justable focus. The focus itself can be set by making
use of two features: in the first place there are the
types ofdependenciesthat are of interest. However,
adjusting the focus via inclusion or exclusion of depen-
dent primes is a rather coarse mechanism. Thus, the
focus should additionally be adjusted by considering
specificationliterals.

Thus the criterion for creating specification abstractions con-
sists of three parts: a specificationprime (representing the
point of interest), a description of relevantdependencies(that
have to be considered) and a set ofliterals (for optionally
fine-tuning the selected dependencies).

Based on the definitions of primes and dependencies, slices
and chunks can be generated automatically from a given spec-
ification. All that is necessary is to provide the appropriate
abstraction criterion. Section 4 introduces a simple proto-
type that is able to support the above mentioned maintenance
activities for Z specifications.

4. A PROTOTYPE FOR MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
In order to deal with large specifications, a simple text-based
prototype for Z has been implemented. It serves as a basis
for the experiment presented in the remainder of this section.
This section describes the prototype in more detail.

4.1 Technical Background
The following tasks can be handled by the prototype:

• It identifies dependencies hidden in the specification.
• It calculates partial specifications, that is chunks and

specification slices.
• It transforms the specification to a net and visualizes

the specification such that primes are represented as
vertices and dependencies are represented as arcs.

• It calculates statistics based on the net representation of
the specification. This includes the number of primes,
the number of control-dependencies, and the number
of data-dependencies.

• It generates output in two ways. Firstly, the net can be
stored in a graphical format in order to visualize the
net via dotty. Secondly, the net can be transformed
backward to the specification source.

To ensure portability, the prototype (in the following called
“SliZe” toolkit) has been implemented in Java. It is available
for Windows and Linux platforms. For reasons of simplicity,
theSliZetoolkit is based on thepreccxgrammar1 of Z which
has been defined by Breuer and Bowen [6]. The compiler
produced bypreccxis able to check for syntactically correct
Z specifications written in LATEX and has been modified in
order to produce an intermediate representation of the spec-
ification. This representation then serves as an input to the
SliZeapplication (see Fig. 1).
1Breuer and Bowen’spreccxhome-page:
http://www.afm.lsbu.ac.uk/archive/redo/precc.html. Page last visited:
March 2004.



Figure 1. General structure of the prototype. The preccx
grammar of Z is used to generate an intermediate rep-
resentation of the specification. This representation
serves as an input to the SliZeapplication. The applica-
tion itself is controlled by command-line arguments and
enables both, the generation of partial specifications and
the generation of dottyrepresentations of the net.

There have been two reasons for splitting the prototype into
a front-end (which is based on standard-C and thepreccx
grammar) and a back-end (which is based on Java):

• The aim is to make the approach (and theSliZetoolkit)
independent from the specification language at hand.
When using languages others than Z only the front-end
has to be replaced. The back-end remains the same.

• Thepreccx-grammar, as defined by Breuer and Bowen,
is the only officially available grammar for Z-specifi-
cations which are type-set in LATEX. It is based on the
language definition of Spivey [20] but has been ex-
tended by Breuer and Bowen to cope with LATEX input.
Up to now there is no Z-grammar for Java compilers,
and the freely available Java compilers (like JLex2 and
CUP3) still have have problems with the ambiguities of
the language definition. (These ambiguities are due to
mixing Z grammar and LATEX-grammar. However, they
can be resolved rather neatly when usingpreccx4).

The prototype has some limitations when displaying and
interacting with the net. As dotty tries to optimize the layout
of the net, large specifications lead to very high computation
times. A solution would be to abstract from the details in
the net and to provide some sort of fish-eye views. Another
limitation is that the prototype only provides a text-based
interface.

2JLex was developed by Elliot Berk at Princeton University. It is now
maintained by C. Scott Ananian.
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/ appel/modern/java/JLex. Page last visited:
March 2004.
3CUP home-page (Scott E. Hudson):
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/ appel/modern/java/CUP. Page last visited:
March 2004.
4There are several reasons why the transformation to another grammar is
impeded. The main advantage ofpreccxis that it can handle
context-dependent grammars. The reader is referred to [6] for more details.

Name #P V A CC v’(l) v’(u) DU

BB 1 72 267 24 4 10 4

Petrol 3 134 674 53 10 28 131

Elevator 6 349 3668 144 32 1096 1212

WM 12 520 2644 213 39 544 215

Table 2. Complexity overview regarding four Z-
specifications. The table summarizes the number of
pages of specification text #P, the total number of ver-
tices V and arcs A in the net representation, the concep-
tual complexity CC, the extended cyclomatic complexity
v′ = (v′(l), v′(u)) and the DU count metric.

Despite these limitations, the prototype proves to be useful.
It simplifies the analysis especially when generating differ-
ent partial specifications. In the context of an experiment
more then 600 partial specifications have been generated and
thousands of dependencies have been detected. And all this
within a few minutes.

4.2 Experiment
In order to compare the specifications in respect to their
complexity, the following measures are introduced [4]:

• Conceptual ComplexityCC(Ψ) of a specificationΨ.
This measure is based on the number of basic prime
objects in the specification (and not on the unprecise
number of lines of specification code).

• Extended Cyclomatic Complexityv′(Ψ) of a specifica-
tion Ψ. Based on the number of control dependencies,
lower and upper bounds for decisions in a specification
are counted.

• The DU count metricDU(Ψ) of a specificationΨ. By
counting the number of data dependencies the maxi-
mum number of data relationships are identified.

With the additional definition of the number of vertices and
arcs in the net presentation, a wide range of specifications’
complexity measures exists. A comparisons between differ-
ent specifications become feasible.

The birthday book specification is too small to benefit from
the suggested approach. For that reason three other spec-
ifications have been looked at. The “Elevator” specifica-
tion [9], the “Petrol-Station” specification (Petrol for short)
which was used during class labs at the University of Kla-
genfurt and the “ITC Window Manager”-specification (WM
for short) which is a commercial specification presented in
[5]. Table 2 summarizes the complexity of the specifications
and the complexity of the net representation.

As can be seen, theBB-specification is the most simple one.
ThePetrol-specification is also small, but contains twice as
much primes (and about twice as many vertices and arcs).
The BB-specification consists of 72 vertices, thePetrol-
specification consists of 134 vertices. The same ratio holds
for the other measures, except for theDU count metric. Here,



Specification Slice Chunk1 Chunk2 Mean

BB 0.80 0.73 0.81 0.78

Petrol 0.83 0.73 0.48 0.68

Elevator 0.86 0.33 0.22 0.47

WM 0.64 0.32 0.32 0.43

Table 3. Reduction factor k ( = Sizenew/Sizeold ) for four
different specifications and the generation of slices and
two different types of chunks.

thePetrol-specification contains 131 data-dependencies, the
BB-specification contains only 4 data-dependencies.

The specifications have been used to investigate the question
whether and to what extent the generation of partial specifi-
cations pays off. The BB, Petrol, Elevator and WM specifica-
tions were used as experimental objects for the treatment: the
application of the generation of partial specifications. The
prototype mentioned in section 4.1 has been used to generate
all possible sets of partial specifications for every predicate
prime in the specification. These primes acted as the points
of interest5

For every point of interest three different types of partial
specifications were generated. For every prime vertex a full
static specification slice, a full static specification chunk fo-
cusing on data-dependency, and a full static specification
chunk focusing control dependency were calculated.

The experiment, particularly the efficiency of the generated
partial specifications, is discussed in more detail in [3]. The
subsequent section summarizes the two most important find-
ings in respect to maintenance tasks.

4.3 Results
By automating the generation of slices and chunks it is pos-
sible to reduce the time for detecting the minimal portion of
the specification to be changed to a few seconds. Once the
specification is analyzed by thesliZe toolkit it is not neces-
sary to look for hidden control and data dependencies within
the specification text by hand anymore. Especially the gen-
eration of chunks leads to a drastic reduction of size, and
with it to a drastic reduction of time needed to comprehend
the partial specification. In respect to size complexity the
prototype definitely prove useful.

The experiment demonstrated that the effect obtainable by
slicing and chunking rises with the size of the specification
under consideration. For the mean values of the above intro-
duces complexity measures this observation had been con-
firmed (see table 3). Furthermore it could be stated that the
slicing/chunking approach decreases complexity to a much
greater extent when specifications are getting larger. It was
also shown that the mean value of the increase of complexity
5In the BB- specification there are 7 points of interest. The Petrol-
specification contains 21 points of interest, the Elevator- specification
contains 102 points of interest, and the WM- specification contains 92
points of interest.

of the generated partial specification is definitely less than
the increase of the size of the specification.
These findings encourage the use of the approach for speci-
fication maintenance activities.

5. CONCLUSION
Specifications are valid sources in different maintenance pro-
cess models and lead to an increase in maintainability. How-
ever, when there are no built-in hooks complexity hinders
typical maintenance and comprehension tasks. This paper
discusses typical impediments, but also elaborates on the
different situations when specifications prove useful.

Formal specifications remain compact structures. However,
in respect to maintenance and comprehension tasks the com-
plexity of specifications can be reduced effectively. This can
be achieved by focusing on those parts which are necessary to
solve a specific problem at hand. Several factors contribute
to the overall complexity, but the vast majority of problems
goes back to the complexity of size; thus this work presents
an approach to reduce the size of specifications. It is sug-
gested to generate well-defined partial specifications such as
specification slices and specification chunks.

The paper also introduces a prototype that has been written
to sustain the maintenance of Z specification. The prototype
will have to be improved to better incorporate into existing
working environments – especially the lack of a graphical
user interface has to be eliminated. However, the small ex-
periment shows that the prototype is useful and that the gen-
eration of partial specifications does make sense in respect
to maintaining formal specifications.
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APPENDIX A - BIRTHDAY BOOK SPECIFICATION
The birthday book (BB for short) describes a simple system
for administrating names and birthday dates.

First names and dates are introduced as global sets. In order
to indicate the success or failure of an operation, a global
typeREPORTis introduced.

[NAME, DATE]
REPORT::= OK | NOK

The state space consists of the set of all known names, and
the “database” entries for the birthday dates. The predicate
ensures that only known names are in the database.

BB
known: PNAME
birthday : NAME 7→ DATE

known= dombirthday

At the beginning the database is empty.

InitBB
BB

known= ∅

There are several operations for working with the database.
It is possible toAdda pair (name, date) to the database, it is
possible toDeletean entry from the database, and toFind a
birthday date in the database.

Add
∆BB
name? : NAME
date? : DATE

name? 6∈ known
birthday′ = birthday∪ {name? 7→ date?}

Delete
∆BB
name? : NAME

name? ∈ known
birthday′ = birthday\

{name? 7→ birthday(name?)}

Find
ΞBB
name? : NAME
date! : DATE

name? ∈ known
date! = birthday(name?)

To indicate the success of an operation the resultOK is
returned.

Success
result! : REPORT

result! = OK

With the above operation schemata the functioning system
consists of successfully performed add or delete operations.

FunctioningDB==
(Add∧ Success) ∨ (Delete∧ Success)


